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OFFICE OF THE WGEN COORDINATOR 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 

Hello there!  

I am excited to spearhead this wild ride that is WGEN’s 2nd full year as a 
service. Coming from a volunteer position in WGEN’s inception year, into the 
Volunteer Coordinator last year, and now the Coordinator makes things really feel 
like full circle for me with the service, and I’m eager to move things forward and 
continue to cement WGEN’s position on campus.  

The way I see it, WGEN has a both a proactive and reactive role in preventing 
and addressing gender based and sexual violence (GB/SV) on campus and creating a 
safe(r) space for our target groups. My goals for the year fall into 1 of 2 categories. 

#1) Reactive Role: This involves creating protocol in our space and training 
volunteers who are equipped to handle disclosures and support survivors who 
come forward seeking support. I plan to implement a sustainable system 
where we can collect data on who is using the space and for what primary 
reasons (seeking community, SA disclosures, or other). As well, this year I 
want to build closer ties with SVRC and make knowledge of the SVRP more 
accessible through trainings with our volunteers. 

#2) Proactive role: Our campaigns, events, and workshops aim to address 
attitudes and systemic problems of GB/SV on our campus in order to tackle 
things on a grassroots level. Events like international women’s week, missing 
and murdered indigenous women awareness, and trans visibility are very much 
our responsibility to solidify in this 2nd year. Aside from large scale campaigns, 
I want to continue to build community through smaller, intimate groups like 
the support group and feminism workshops. In conjunction with our own 
things, I want to keep opening up and growing relationships with our 
community supports and partners. This type of networking will ensure that 
WGEN stays relevant, supportive, and useful to our community. 

We had an amazing year last year and came out swinging all year with new ideas and 
events because we basically doing everything for the first time. This year, I plan to 
keep the flagships of WGEN (IWW and Trans Visibility weeks), while making sure 
there are staples of the service that will continue on year after year. This also involves 
making sure our space is sustainable for each new year (library and infrastructure of 
our volunteer training and handbook).  

Wow, that’s quite the mouthful. As you can see, there are many things. I am a 
dreamer with some hefty supportive landing gear. I hope you all are excited for the 
new year too.  
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Cheers, 

Lainey Stirling 

 

 

 

GOALS 
 
NOTE: These goals are in no particular importance or chronological order. (See small glossary 
of terms on page 12). 

 
Objective 1 Increase awareness and quality of the Support Group (promotion and 

workshop materials) – run the cycle 2 times this year.  

Description We have piloted out a 6 week support group program, and will continue it as 

long as the need is there. Need to increase knowledge about its presence on 

campus and through WGEN. Need to make sure it is helpful and useful by 

asking for feedback from those who have participated in the program.  

Benefits A safe space for those who feel like the open spaces more readily provided 

aren’t comfortable to them. Potentially therapeutic to talk and share lived 

experience/find and build a small community.  

Difficulties Location – perhaps the swell is better to host the support group rather than in 

the WGEN space. Up for discussion with exec team. 

Long-term 
implications  

Building an inclusive community, and creating more spaces for folks who 

traditionally have little to no space to come together. 

Potentially open up a new support group, not just IPV. 

How? 1) Work with Shruti Ramesh (facilitator last year) to send out a feedback 

form to ask for input moving forward 

2) Recruit members for the group in Aug and September 

Partners Student Wellness Centre and Meaghan Ross 

 
Objective 2 Feminism 1AA3 workshops with the Women’s Studies dept  

Description Co-host workshops with students of women’s studies courses for course credit  

Benefits Provides cool learning opportunity for students to facilitate their own 

workshop and gain credit 

Increases campus awareness of WGEN’s services 

Difficulties Planning can be dumped on WGEN execs heavily at times, with the bulk of 

work their responsibility unless clear guidelines are made 

Long-term 
implications  

 Good learning opportunity for students 

 Funnel for future volunteers – we have several students from these 

workshops volunteering for WGEN this year 

How? Communicate with Professor teaching Women’s Studies 1AA3 
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Partners Women’s Studies Prof (Karen Balcom) 

 

 

Objective 3 Debriefing Program on the WGEN office computer 

Description System (program or Google Doc) implemented on the WGEN computer for 

the volunteers to use to write up details of a peer support session 

Benefits Data collection of space usage 

Difficulties The program needs to be confidential and information accessible to only the 

coordinator, there are logistical challenges to creating this type of program as 

there isn’t one that already exists for peer support services 

Long-term 
implications  

Potential for all MSU peer support services to benefit from this type of 

confidential programming, since there are similarities in services and a 

definite need to protect student information while gathering important data. 

How? Approach VP admin with idea 

Get Pauline on board and see about timeframe 

Partners Pauline Taggart 

VP Admin 

 

Objective 2 Complete resource binder for volunteers  

Description A comprehensive resource binder for volunteers to use as reference, includes 

information on SVRC and protocol, situationals, community resources, phone 

numbers, space rules, etc. 

Benefits Information about their job/expectations of the role in one accessible place 

Difficulties Just a lot of information to put together, and quite a design project 

Long-term 
implications  

Moving forward, something that can be used for all volunteers of the space 

and a general “handbook” of what’s come up before, what’s expected, and a 

road-map of volunteering with WGEN. 

How? Work with VC to complete it. Influences from Resources exec as well.  

Currently have a very good rough copy, need to add things and get it printed 

Partners Internal mostly (exec team) 

Get Meaghan’s input with the situationals 

 

Objective 2 Transition my execs effectively 

Description Transition execs to each of their roles through meetings and transition reports 

Benefits Smoother transition coming into the new year, with hopefully less last minute 

work being done that needed to be addressed earlier in the year 

Difficulties Getting transition reports from old exec members 

Long-term 
implications  

Important for smooth transitions in the future – because we are a new service, 

it’s easy to get the job descriptions a bit mixed up with everyone sometimes 

dipping into each other’s roles as needed. Having a good transition 

streamlines work and responsibilities and informs next year’s positions 

How? Have meetings with each separate exec position 
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Give them their transition reports 

Ask for their vision for the year – ask them to write up a simple year plan of 

their ideas and logistics 

Incorporate into WGEN year plan 

Partners Just me and exec team 

 

Objective 2 Connect Meaghan Ross with WGEN distinctly and with the Mac community 

Description Meaghan is so lovely and knows many things. She should be very point of 

contact with the Mac community, but because of the new position she is not 

very well known and that ought not be so.  

Benefits People need to know where to go to get support for SV  

Difficulties Meaghan is a busy gal  

Long-term 
implications  

The goal is to make Meaghan’s presence well-known on campus, and connect 

WGEN as a support as well 

How? Designated training time for Meaghan during WGEN training weekend.  

Work it out with Shruti to have Meaghan come in to introduce herself and the 

website to the volunteers so they are familiar with what she does and how we 

will be working with her 

Partners Meaghan Ross 

Shruti Ramesh  

 

 

Objective 2 Co-host Trans-visibility week  

Description A week of events catered toward Trans folk history, lives, and portrayal in 

recent media. Co-hosted with QSCC 

Benefits Hopefully will educate and facilitate Mac community’s journey toward being 

less trans misogynistic  

Difficulties Campaign week’s always heavily involved and time sensitive 

Long-term 
implications  

There is no other week focused heavily on Trans awareness and rights at Mac. 

With the recent years’ climate toward trans rights and especially the anti-trans 

sentiment that has frequented feminist spaces – it’s important WGEN and 

QSCC create platforms for learning and dismantling stigma.  

How? A week of events in November, ending with the Trans Remembrance 

Candlelight Walk 

Partners QSCC 

 

Objective 2 Promote and help with Mac Cycle’s Trans and Women friendly workshops 

Description Mac Cycle is starting an initiative this year, and will be looking to WGEN for 

promotions and likely attendees 

Benefits Safe space for women and trans folk who want to get input on their bikes  

Difficulties Time and resources ($$ for promotions since it’s a new program) 
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Lack of response because it is new and niche 

Long-term 
implications  

More safe(R) spaces 

How? Work with Andy to come up with Promo and a plan for what the events would 

look like  

Partners Andy from Mac Cycle 

 

Objective 2 Anti-Violence Network Event 

Description AVN holds a December 6
th

 Commemorative event each year and WGEN is on 

the committee for event planning 

Benefits Connects more likeminded individuals together, provides another platform to 

create an important VAW-based event that no one else is holding 

Difficulties Event planning is involved and I would likely be the one spearheading the 

planning as I’m on the committee right now 

Long-term 
implications  

Being a part of the AVN is important to WGEN, as they are a wealth of 

knowledge about community supports and initiatives, and help to cover gaps 

of there is something WGEN can’t do and vice versa. Members of the AVN 

are HRES folks, and important faculty members that influence WGEN 

programming and have wonderful inputs to give 

How? Attend AVN meetings, promote the events in WGEN networks 

Partners AVN 

 

Objective 2 PACBIC VAW/GBV involvement and CO-convenor position 

Description I am the co-convenor of the VAW/GBV PACBIC working group, and help to 

steer the committee on important issues the group addresses throughout the 

year 

Benefits Amazing learning experience 

Important community connections – this group is helping to create a policy 

for SV at Mac. Important we have WGEN inputs  

Difficulties Can be hard to attend during the school year with everything going on  

Long-term 
implications  

The working group addresses a lot of relevant and important issues to WGEN 

– it’s imperative we continue to be part of the processes and dialogue that 

happens here 

How? Meetings once a month and planning from there 

Partners PACBIC VAW/GBV working group 

 

Objective 2 WGEN Library database and promotion 

Description We have an amazing library in the WGEN space that needs to be housed on a 

database for greater accessibility and we need to improve promotions this year 

through a book of the week (where exec and volunteer members suggest a 
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book and write a blurb) 

Benefits Exposure and awareness of the library in the space 

Difficulties Have to involve exec members and volunteers which can present a bottle neck 

Long-term 
implications  

Expose the Mac community to the wonders of the library and get more folks 

coming in and borrowing books 

How? Work with resources exec to get the books online and create a schedule for 

book of the week  

Partners Resources exec and committee 

 

Objective 2 Volunteer appreciation 

Description We have a new budget for volunteer appreciation, would like to do a better 

job of celebrating our volunteers this year 

Benefits Promotes volunteer happiness and therefore retainment and good promo for 

next year’s hiring 

Difficulties Pricy and time consuming  

Long-term 
implications  

Happy volunteers make the world go around and also help our service to 

literally function 

How? Work with VC to come up with 2 small and 2 larger volunteer appreciation 

events, as well as shirts or similar SWAG to give out at the end of the year 

Partners VC 

 

Objective 2 Execute a successful IWW 

Description IWW is one of the flagship campaigns for WGEN and definitely the biggest 

campaign we host 

Benefits   

Difficulties BIG planning component – entire team involvement  

Long-term 
implications  

Flagship event – want to solidify this week as something the campus looks 

forward to every year in conjunction with whatever else goes on for 

International Women’s Day 

How? Book Atrium in summer (done) 

Start booking spaces in December for events (MUSC rooms, and CIBC Hall) 

Start planning in January – have ideas down for what the week entails 

Promotions solidified by February 8
th

 

Start Promo the week after reading week 

Partners Our working group – Womanist 

Other clubs on campus that are interested – Women in Engineering 

 

 

Objective 2 Creation of committees within WGEN exec positions 

Description Create committees for Resources and CEP execs 

Benefits Helps these committees with respective roles where more responsibility is 
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required 

Opportunity for eager volunteers to get more experience 

Difficulties Dispersion of responsibility can sometimes backfire with nothing getting done 

if roles aren’t specified and designated 

Long-term 
implications  

Potential for this model to continue into next year if successful – many hands 

make light(er) work 

How? September: after the last of the volunteers are hired, promote the committees 

within the WGEN volunteers group and collect 3-4 members per committee 

through an application process (short). 

Create distinct responsibilities for execs working with committees 

Partners Exec team 

 

Objective 2 WGEN Column in the Sil 

Description WGEN can have a column in the Sil to present articles of a intersectional 

feminist nature 

Benefits Another great learning opportunity for WGEN volunteers 

Exposure in the Sil 

Great addition of content to the Sil 

Difficulties Work commitments from WGEN peoples 

Long-term 
implications  

Content expansion in the Sil making articles more accessible and appealing to 

a niche audience – part of creating that proactive community building we 

want 

How? Meet with Scott  

Resources Exec would spearhead the endeavor 

Partners Sil editor  

Resources Exec 

Objective 2 Increasing our content and presence on Twitter and FB 

Description With the hiring of new Promotions member, we can focus on content for our 

twitter and FB platforms. This new position should be finding innovative 

ways to improve our social media presence, mailing lists, and content  

Benefits  Increasing SM presence and awareness of the service 

Difficulties Training the new Promotions exec as the position is brand new and there will 

likely be a learning curve. Need to create a job descriptions for this exec to 

use – with expectations.  

Long-term 
implications  

Opportunity for WGEN to have a more proactive presence on Twitter and FB 

– creating that proactive/learning vibe re: SA as opposed to just commenting 

on things as they happen -  

How? Create a job description for Promotions exec outlining these expectations 

Go over types of content to promote 

Discuss with Jaime out twitter and FB followers/likes goals for the year 

Go over a plan of how we are going to increase our presence (thunderclap 

campaign?) 
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Partners Promotions exec 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Long-term planning 

 
Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Peer Support Programming  

Description A confidential program run off a computer that allows 
volunteers to debrief and write down data important to the 
service  

Benefits Will inform the service as to who is using the space and for 
what reasons – can help us change or keep our programming 
as we see fit 

Year 1  Run a pilot program through WGEN, solict the $$  to create 
the program and request help of Pauline and others 

Year 2  Potentially increase the program to other services that do peer 
support as well as EFRT who collect confidential information 

Year 3  All services who need the program have access to it, and we 
are able to streamline service functions and have the data 
inform our practices 

Partners Pauline Taggart 
VP Admin 
Other peer support services 

 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Peer Support Groups  
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Description  Run peer support groups through WGEN, not limited to 
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) 

Benefits Students not eligible for group therapy will have a place to 
talk. An on campus and in person support network. 

Year 1  LAST YEAR: Ran a pilot 6 week program 
Year 2  Collect information about last year’s pilot. Change accordingly. 

Work with resources exec to plan year’s groups and content.  
THIS YEAR: Run 2 cycles, one in each term 
Promote accordingly. 
Have the Resources exec look into what other groups we want. 

Year 3  Expand from just IPV into potentially more kinds of support 
groups. 

Partners SWC 
Resources Exec 
  

 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Extend the SA disclosure training to more student groups on 
campus 

Description One of the most effective ways I believe WGEN has addressed 
dismantling stigma around disclosures and sexual assault is to 
equip volunteers with training to handle disclosures and 
provide support to survivors.  
I think it’s important to increase the number of student groups 
who receive disclosures training, including Campus Events, 
Maroons, other services, WW Reps, Faculty reps etc. SACHA 
does training to a degree with some of these groups, but 
would like to explore how WGEN can fit into this type of 
training and perhaps creation of training materials.  

Benefits More of a “all hands on deck” approach to tackling and 
dismantling stigma attached to sexual violence on campus and 
ensuring more folks are given the tools to help survivors if 
needed 

Year 1  Address the idea with groups potentially involved (mentioned 
above) 
Talk to SSC, TRRA, SACHA and SVRC about overlap and 
what/who is currently not receiving training of this kind, and 
what kind of training is being provided. 

Year 2  Creation of training materials and how to implement these 
ideas. Shift toward WGEN providing more training to some 
student groups, or working in conjunction with SVRC 
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Year 3  With more experience as a service, and data to support what 
the needs are on campus, WGEN is the primary outfit 
providing training on sexual assault on campus still consulting 
experts like SACHA and SVRC. 

Partners SACHA, SSC, SVRC, maybe TRRA 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOALS to strive for 

 
 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

1. Hire all our safer space volunteers 

2. Prepare for the volunteer training weekend (WGEN peer support training with 

TRRA) 

3. Initiate and transition all members of the executive team to their specific roles 

and the larger WGEN year plan 

4. Create a year plan. Meet with all university and community partners before its 

completion, in order to allow for community influences and continued/new 

partnerships 
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5. Prepare the space for a new year (stock up on resources, supplies, computer 

running, etc) 

6. Complete and print volunteer resource binders for the space 

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 
1. Initiate and train volunteers for their roles 

2. Co-host a successful Trans Visibility week with QSCC (November)  

3. Co-host an event with MISCA and another peer support service 

4. Host 1-2 community events for general public  

5. Help plan and execute Feminism 1A03 workshops (either on our own or in 

conjunction with department) 

6. Take Back the Night event with SACHA 

7. Kick-start library online campaign/book of the week event 

8. Promote and start the 1st cycle of IPV-peer support 6-week program 

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd) 
1. Host a successful IWW 

2. Host 1-2 community events 

3. Host an event with DS and another peer support service 

4. Promote and continue the peer support 6-week program 

5. Help hire the new me/start transition early 

6. Help hire the new exec team with new me 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Master Summary 

(calendar and checklist) 
 
May  Hire Execs 

 Begin my job 

June  Meetings with new team 

 Community networking, learning how to do my job, year planning 

July  1
st
 round of volunteer hiring 
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 Meetings with my team 

  

August  Open up 2
nd

 round of volunteer applications 

 Welcome week involvement (IRIS, Community Fair) 

 OUTA Conference in Kingston  

 Implement the debrief program and how to guide for training 

 Complete and print the volunteer resource binder 

 Make sure space is ready 

September  Hire 2
nd

 round of volunteers 

 Welcome week involvement 

 Volunteer Training Weekend 

 OPEN the Space – create schedule 

 HOCO involvement 

 Event with OPRIG 

 EVENT with MISCA 

 Event with COPE 

October  BIG.Community Event – opener 

 Take Back the Night 

 1
st
 round of peer support group launch 

November  Trans Visibility Week with QSCC 

December  Volunteer Appreciation Event 

 Community Event 

January  Planning for IWW 

 Community Event  

 Hire new me 

 Start 2
nd

 cycle of support group 

February  Planning for IWW 

 Community Event 

March  IWW is now 

 Start transition new Coordinator 

April  Help hire new exec team 

 Finish transition report 

 
 
 

Small Glossary of Terms 

 

SVRC: Sexual Violence Response Coordinator, Meaghan Ross 

TRRA: Training Resources Research Assistant, Shruti Ramesh 

SSC: Student Success Centre 

SACHA: Sexual Assault Centre of Hamilton 

IWW: International Women’s Week (WGEN’s biggest campaign week) 

VC: Volunteer Coordinator 

CEP: Community Events and Planning Exec 
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SPA: Social and Political Advocacy 

Promo: Promotions Exec 

Resources: Resources Exec 

 

 


